Empowering 3 Billion Soccer Fans
with Blockchain technology and Smart Contracts
433token.io

Paul Scholes and Andriy Shevchenko (names in alphabetical order) will
personally participate in the 433 Token ecosystem, because of this Hat-Trick
of token utilities:
(1) Sponsoring
•• Fans can directly sponsor Legends in mentoring Youth Talents
•• Sponsors can closely follow the development of a superstar.

“I’m a firm believer
in supporting youth
development in
football.
I’m delighted to be
part of this project.”

(2) Bidding
•• Fans can bid for Special Events auctioned by a Legend.
•• Highest bidder will enjoy personal interaction with Legend, e.g. a charity
dinner, a soccer clinic or even a Legend-vs-Fans friendly game…
(3) Voting
•• Fans can vote for the venue, rosters and even game format of upcoming
GLS games.
•• Important decisions will be made by fans, not presidents, chairmen, or
managers.

Paul Scholes

Sorry, NO Gambling or Betting! Because 433 Token is for Soccer Fans at
All Ages.

Who will Benefit from 433 Token

“Everyone in
the world can
participate
in soccer like
never before.”
Andriy Shevchenko

Token Name

433 Token

Token Standard

ERC-20

Total Token Supply

1 Billion (no mining or new issue)

Public Offer

300 million (30%)

Price of Each Token

US$0.09 / token

Accepted

BTC & ETH

Soft Cap

US$4 million

Hard Cap

US$27 million

IMPORTANT NOTICE
433 Token is NOT endorsed by any government or regulatory authority.
This one-pager is for general information only. It does NOT constitute advice or solicitation to
purchase any 433 Tokens.
If you are a resident of the People’s Republic of China, OR a citizen, resident or green card holder
of the United States of America, you are NOT eligible to purchase any 433 tokens in the 433 Token
Sale.

For contact, please email: info@433token.io

Fans

•• Participate in develop next superstar
•• Personal interaction with Legends
•• Make soccer decisions

Legends

•• Build a new legacy
•• Personal interaction with fans
•• Contribute to charity

Youth Talents

•• Sponsored by fans
•• Personally learn from the very best

Scouts

•• More reliable data for tracking talents
•• Improve talent evaluation

Clubs

•• Better scouting
•• Higher supply of properly-guided players

GLS

•• Better decision making
•• More popular games

Blockchain
community

•• Promote technology to 3 billion people
•• Better understanding and higher acceptance

Crypto Investors

•• A highly liquid cryptocurrency used by billions

Eight more legends from GLS have agreed to join 433.
Official signing is planned after Hard Cap being reached.

